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Towards Closing the Gap

•

The El Paso Police Department,
unlike its counterparts in major metropolitan areas, has never been seriously threatened by a massive coalition of hostile citi~ns. Maybe due
to the lethargy of this border town,
or the "solar somnia'.' of the Sun
City, confrontations between the
police and citizens have been generally~ random, isolated events in which
the police have had the upper hand,
either by numbers, or the sheer force
of their weaponry. Nevertheless, anyone who has ever been busted; any
long hair who ever took a Sunday
walk, barefoot, and was stopped and
frisked for no probable cause; any
Southside Chicano who was forced
to swallow his La Raza button; in
general, those who are personally
aware that a policeman can be less
than professional, and even downright sadistic, rally around and slur
with contempt the less than euphemistic term "PIG".
Those who attempt to transform
this word into initials standing for
stirring professional qualities such as
Pride, Integrity, and infinitum, only
show their ignorance of the deep4

rooted alienation between communities and law enforcement agents
rampant throughout the United
States. These are the same people
whose call for "law and order",
would lead us toward a Fascist state
because they would deem it short of
treason if one attempted a critical
analysis of the role and attitudes of
the police in our country. Nonetheless, s u p p o r t of our local police,
wholly unthinking and uncritical, is
p e r h a p s a greater danger to our
freedom, than organized crime.
Heretofore, programs initiated by
our local police department to ease
tensions between the police and citizens, have been rarely nothing more
than token efforts and have served
largely only to better the "image of
the policeman;" kind and helpful
with a latent boy scout tendency to
help old ladies across the street.
Even now, most of the programs to
increase r a p p or t between citizens
and officers are aimed largely at the
youth, giving rides to them while
the p o l i c e are on their beats and
creating sympathy for the role of the
officer, and all of the problems he

encounters trying to carry out the
law. Of course no one can disagree
that these minor programs are helpful, but certainly it is obvious that
society's needs today exact a greater
professional and more thorough
treatment.
Hostility between communities
and officers, at least a disproportionate amount in ghetto areas, or barrios as we nomer them, is caused by
police officers who have short-fused
tempers or sadistic impulses, or who
simply lack common sense in crises
situations. Unfortunately, psychiatric
tests at induction have not succeeded in rooting out such defects. For
this reason policeman's records
should be subject to inspection frequently by a police-civilian reviewing board. An officer who is known
to be strongly prejudiced against
minorities, or lacks coolness and
good judgment should be assigned
to uncritical jobs on the force.
Policeman aren't generally equipped with the attitudes to deal with
the problems of the barrios. They
usually live in relative isolation from
the rest of society. They not only
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work with other policemen, but they
drink, party, hunt and even go to
church with them. When they walk
through the barrios, not withstanding their origins from the same, they
walk uneasy. They are seen as the
enforcer of the white man's law
which have kept the people living in
those barrios or ghettos in subjugation for so long. Many times officers
unable to cope with or understand
the friction, rely on sheer physical
force to subdue troublemakers.
Whether these officers realize it or
not, they tend to become defensive
and to protect their egos, they brandish their badges and guns with easy
persuasion.
And so we have the situation in
which the police force is not functioning as effective as it could if it
had the cooperation and confidence
of a large majority of the public.
The need for ~ · professional police
force is vital. It must entail more
stringnet qualifi~ations such ·as college education: not. only to deal with
and understand the deep social malaise that breeds disrespect for the
law, but also to be effec'tive in fight-
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ing crime. Most criminals aren'-t
punks ro half-wits, but extremely intelligent and crafty men who with
their cunning have outwitted law
enforcement. A police department
who takes pride in busting a college
kid with possession of one marijuana
joint and other_relatively harmless,
petty offenses in only ridiculing itself. How a b o u t the businessman,
the embezzlers, and shrewd elite of
El Paso who might, (who knows?)
be invloved in more serious offenses.
A rep o r t by the National Crime
Commission described or g an i z e d
crime as a structure as complex as
those of any large corporation, subject to laws more rigidly enforced
than those of legitimate governments. Its actions are not impulsive
but rather the result of intricate conspiracies.
Ninety per cent of the El Paso
police force have no higher education than high school, and for some
officers that was many years ago.
We must guarantee that all officers,
including the 35 presently enrolled
at U. T. E. P: receive a full college
education. We. must establish pro-

grams such as "Store Frorits" to'·
bring ~he policemen into the neighborhoods, if not to live there·, but to
spend their days or evenings learning the at t i t u d e s and particular
problems of the neighborhoods. We
must critically set &tandards for the
proper use of force, promote the development of more effective, less destructive weapons, and develop
methods in all areas of police operations to isnure maximum effectiveness, and minimum hostility between
civilians and officers.
Law- enforcement is still largely a
local responsibility. Its success denies
the need for a national police force
which could dangerously become a
powerful instrument of repression,and the right hand of a Fascist government. Let's not underestimate the
need for vigorous criticism and action ... the law-abiding law enforcer can only be aided and upheld by
fair, well-founded critiCism and he
should know that.

· CAROL KELLY
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SPIT T. AGNOL

"A candid conversatio.n with that peerless patriot of perversion and pes
tilence known for his perspicuous persuasion and prominent phallus-pa
excellence."
by L. Kohler
Mr. Ag-No! has graciously, and it might be added
with some gratuity, undertaken an extensively detailed
discussion with our anonymous interviewer. The logic
behind this surprising action,
if unraveled, might prove so
enigmatic and bizarre that
we have conveniently accepted the ph,legmatic explanations of the Vice-Pest.
Needless to say, we were
quite pleased to hear our
own philosophy reiterated
through the thin lips of alliteration as he explained his
acceptance .......
For those of you turning
the pages of Pitboy Magazine for the first time, I suggest that you stop dragging
the vivid, colored pages, and
contemplate the noble and
materialistically inspiring
breadth of the content. And
if it's not great, then I'm not
Trick Milhouse Red., of Pitboy.
Now, you're probably attempting to discern the
6

meaning behind those cryptic letters after my affable
name. The letters are an abbreviation for the euphemism
re_d actor. And let me make it
perfectly clear that I take a
great deal of pride in that
designation. When they discharged me from the Navy,
a Quaker refuge, I thought
that the world was collapsing
about me. I coudn't conceive
of any position in the world.
It was then that I had a vision. The Q u a k e r on the
Quaker Oats boxes appeared to me in my dreams. He
told me not to worry. He assured me that I would become a redactor. After those
dreams I had confidence and
set my sights high. I worked
on my ambition till they accused me of having such a
frenzied ambition, that they
said it was insatiable. And
make no mistake about it, it
is! But enough of my trials
and tribulations, it is time
that I clarify our magazine's
philosophy for the many

traitors who have not come
under its heavy mesmerization.
Will you please take out
your manuals, "The White
Manifest Destiny" and turn
to page I, 456. That's right.
Now find the p a r a g r a ph
which begins right after the
line that ends," ... and so it
is the irrevocable responsibility of the white man to carry the burden." That's right.
Have you found it? Good!
Now, please read with me,
silently or orally, I assume it
depends on what type of
classroom situation that you
were forced into. It begins ...
"Chicanery, the maligning of others and rightousness are all forms of despotic behavior, that men
should refrain from using,
until they are in power.
Then they can do whatever
they want. Patience must
be observed. These despotic goals can only be acquired without impugnity if
EL BuRRO

they are pictured as desirable in contrast to something else. The Christian
principals of love, etc. always act as excellent objects of hate. But you must
call your principals Christian and label the others as
non-Christian. I know this
all sounds very confusing,
but take my word for it. The
people must have glory exuberating from their eyes.
This comes through education. They must know without understanding. This is
the root of Democracy and
if I might add with capitalistic pride, to mastery.
Right makes might. Patriotism is the last ref u g e of
politicians and a few other
cliches, s Ii g h t Iy altered,
are the prayers of those in
power. I have purposefully light-faced the wol'd
cliche to denote that it
must be striken from our
revered libraries, a Ion g
with the word alliteration.
Remember, we a r e the
coming, even if it is two
thousand years I ate in
coming.
So Pit boy s u b s c r i be r s,
that concludes the theme,
the guiding force behind our
magazine and the same
thoughts of Mr. Ag-No! Just
think of those ideas. Laconic
aren't they? Notice the structure of the ideas? How they
build upon each other in such
precise and consecutive order? That is~ the infallibility
of the m a n u a I. ~ Bound in
pieces of the. American flag,
confiscated from anarchists,
"The White Manifest Destiny" se11s for $4.95. It's not
MAY, 1971

too late to buy your voluntary copy. Just write me,
Trick Milhouse, The BIa c k
House, Fifty-three stars minu·s three. And with your free
copy of "The White Manifest Destiny" yeu will also receive a patriotism questionaire and a smiling portrait of
J. Ebony Hoofer. Now on to
the interview.
Anon., Mr. Ag-No! My boss,
Trick Milhouse, seems quite
satisfied with your answers
concerning your acceptance
with this interview. But I'm not
so sure that your answers were
really frank. Do you think you
could elaborate slightly?
Ag-No! Well, that's a two partquestion. To the first part
you're right. I am not frank,
I'm Spit. And, on elaborating
on that? I don't think I can do
that. You see I let the liberals
elaborate. They've got more
to elaborate about. Ha! Ha!
Ha! Ha! Boy, that was good!!!
Anon., I don't think that's very
funny.
Ag-No! I didn't think you would.
It's not sex orientated. Besides
that's one reason I'm here.
Anon., Because you're not sex
orientated. Do you really mean
that? Do you wish to confess
here and now, that you're a
unisex?
Ag-No! Not yet. We'll get to
my sex life later. One reason
I'm here is to find out about
you.
Anon., Gosh! We have something in common.
Ag-No! One thing I teach my
fellows is to admit nothing.
But, going back to why I'm
here . . . .
Anon., Isn't that the thing I tried
to find out in the beginning?
Ag-No! Is it? No, it couldn't be
because my first answer didn't
contain any subject matter to
why I'm here. I think it had
to do with elaboration and ...
Anon., And cons e r vat i v e s.
Right?

Ag-No! I woul'd n't swear to it.
I'd like to see a transcript first.
We conservatives are elaborate in our thoughtfulness.
Anon., How's that?
Ag-No! In that we search out
the truth, whenever it doesn't
agree with us, or it is with
them? It matters little. I admit
to nothing!
Anon., What do you mean that
you admit to nothing?
Ag-No! As I said, I mean that I
admit to nothing! It's that simple. You're not going to catch
me with my pants down like
they d:d to poor ol' Barry
Goldtree.
Anon., You must mean Senator
Goldflower.
Ag-No! That's it, ... I think. You
know how all the Jewish pork
names sound alike?
Anon., Why do you say Jewish
pork names? Why don't you
just say Jewish names?
Ag-No! Because the real ones
can't eat any, right?
Anon., Right, but . . . .
.
Ag-No! But nothing. First time
you agree with me an.d you try
to weasel your way out of it.
Which brings me back to why
I'm here.
. Anon., Let's forget that for a
second and get back to the
pork.
Ag-No! I don't want to forget
anything. My parents were immigrants. They came to this
country for some reason. It
might have been that they
were kicked out of Zorba land
or-that America was the only
place in the world that would
take people who couldn't make
it anyplace else in the world.
That, I think, shows why America is such a great country. She
took the worst, like spuds and
made t h e best - like hash
browns. 0 f co u r s e, t h at
doesn't mean I believe in mixing the races. You know what I
mean, don't you?
Anon., I must say, I'm rather bewildered by the turn of events.
Ag-No! That's true, these are
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hard times.

Anon., I didn't mean that .. ·.
Ag-No! Well then, what did you

Ag-No! Are you kidding?!?

Why d9 you think I didn't vote
for Barry Goldtree?
mean? I hope it's not about
Anon., Goldflower. No, why?
that pork again!
Ag-No! Because he changed his
Anon., Excuse me, I didn't hear
religion. Is that supposed to
everything you said. What was
mean that he isn't a Jew anythat about pork?
more? Man look at that nose.
Ag-No! You've got manners.
You can't miss it.
How old are you boy?
Anon., B!Jt, sir, you have a rather
Anon., Thirty minus three years.
pronounced nose.
Ag-No! Thirty-three. Not bad Ag-No! Sure I do!! But, if you'll
-looking. You know, if you trimlook at it closely, you'll see
med those side burns and got
that there's sharp and mine's
rid of them ruffles on the end of
round and kind of mushy.
your sleeves, and, while you're
Anon., But what about the
at it, divested yourself of that
Arabs?
pink shirt. I think I know a lot
Ag-No! What about 'em? Don't
of us out there who could like
you· know nothing. They're just
you. Maybe even love you.
Jews. Pretending to be someAnon., But sir, we're not on T.V.
tning they're not. They get
Ag-No! Sorry son, I didn't know
money from us. They get monthat. If you ev.e r decide to go ·
ey from over there, where the
into T.V. take my advice
pinkoes live. Jesus, I wish you'd
though.
get rid of that pink shirt. It
Anon., I'll remember sir.
sure is hurting my eyes.
Ag-No!. Now, wher~ were we? Anon., Next time I will.
Ah, yes . . . on pork. I said
Ag-No! Like I was saying, the
Jewish pork names like I would
Arabs and the Jews are all the
talk about niggers, no, what is
same people. Thelre infidels
it they call' em now? Black peoaren't they? Well they get
ple?
money from us and ther get
Anon., Whatev-er you call' em sir.
money from Russia. I tel you,
Ag-No! That's- right, isn't it? I
if I was President Pest instead
am the Vice-Pest. Well you see
of Vice-Pest, I'd end all that
I call'em Joe · Watermelon
double dealing. If there's one
Brown and Lucille Chitterling
thing I can't stand it's a forAnne. I call all the races by
~ign cheater. Now we all cheat
food n a m e s. Then it don't
to get where we are, but a
sound so bad. Like Jose Taco
foreign cheat does it with a
Garcia and Lee Chop Suey
greasy, little, slick moustache.
something, I can't pronounce
He's the worst of them all. I'd
them C h i n e s e names. Then
put a stop to all that even if it
there's Joe Buffalo Kitchen.
meant war. And not a pussiSee, it's my way to be affeclanemous pussyfooting war eitionate for all the races.
ther. Right makes might!!
Anon., You are a true patronAnon., Which brings us to anizer. I guess they could call you
other topic. War!
the ....
Ag-No! It might bring you there
Ag-No! Galloping gourmet of
son, but it doesn't and won't
bring ME there!!
Anon., Peasant foods.
Anon., Exactly what I was thinkAg-No! Right. Very funny, Ha!
ing.
Ha! Ha! Very good, very ...
Ag-No! I know you were son!
Anon., Sir, I don't wish to inThat's why I'd be quite pleased
trude on your merriment, but
to see you fill out that patriotwhat do you feel about the
ism questionnaire which I handtheory that the Jews are not a
ed you backstage.
race, but a religion.
Anon., I know you would.
8
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Ag-NcJ I kn~w-you ~now "l.:would.

Hal~ Hal Hal You've got a
good sense of humor, .boy!
Anon., · Talking ~b'out that, I'd
like to get a more complex
glimmer of y9ur philosophy
about war.
. .
Ag-No! Yes, I do have ve'ry complicated philosophical vjews,
don't I? Isn't anyone going to
answer affirmatively. Aw, who
cares?! I don't need the approbation of those circus people
out there.
Anon., But sir, we're not on T.V.
Ag-No! Yes, yes, I just forgot
for a moment . I meant that
those people, you know the
public, are bungling birds.
There are no true aristocrats,
like us, in power anymore.
Everybody thinks they can be
equal and criticize who the hell ·
they want. Don't they know
that those they're criticizing
are more equal than them. The
lousy traitors. After all the
time I spend trying to get
them to know without understa'nding anything. Really, it's
ironical. I could probably term
myself into more of an educator, than Vice-Pest. Goes to
show you that I'm pretty
bright. I could probably do almost anything I wanted to.
Even maybe become an interviewer.
Anon., Which reminds me that
I want to verify somethina. Is
it true that your I.Q. is 135?
Ag-No! Yes, yes, quite right. I'm
quite proud of that distinction.
Goes to show my superior
type breeding. The only thing
I can't understand is why my
parents never learned English.
I worked with them for hours
on it. I even got some of those
slum teachers to help, but
Christ they just couldn't hack
it. The teacher that is. All my
father ever said was America,
America, America and looking at me would yell with fire
in his eyes the Spanish word,
Bofo while pointing with his
finger at his head. I think it
means stupid or something like
EL BuRRO

that. My father and mother
sure were proud of me. But
that's just sentimental slop, because they're as dead as two
cold mackerels.
Anon., I take it then that your
parents didn't talk much, then.
Ag-No! That's right. They knew
when to keep their mouths shut.
They weren't like today's kids.
Lousy little S.O ....
Anon., Ah. Mr. Ag-No! about
that I.Q.
Ag-No! Well, well, what about
it?
Anon., Do you think that it is
absolutely necessary to have a
135 I.Q. or better to become
Vice-Pest?
Ag-No! No, just 135 will suffice.
Anon., You mean only those with
a 135 I.Q. exactly, would be
able to qualify?
Ag-No! Right, I believe I'm
unique at that figure in that,
when I took the test they retired that number.
Anon., Retired it?
Ag-No! Yes, I saw to that. J'm an
efficient beaurocrat you know.
Anon., Did you have any trouble
with your parents?
Ag-No! Are you trying to imply
any of that perverted Freudian
stuff. If you are, I'm leaving.
That's simply one thing I won't
tolerate. Any type of disparagement about motherhood is
a communistic plot. Remember
that!
Anon., Yes sir, I'll remember
that. Your views on the war;
how do you . . . aw hell talk
about whatever you want.
Ag-No! Right, the war. Well war
is war. I guess that sums it up.
Anon., I mean the moral implications.
Ag-No! Implications hell! There's
only one right way of living.
That's to make war. What is it
that that great bastion of
American , ·moral Gen. Patton
said? I thin~ it goes, "Compared to ~ar all other forms of
human endeavor shrink to insignificance." Now to me that
is a great statement. To see
all that death, to be personally
MAY, 1971

involved and yet watch from a
distance, to order in and see
all your dictums obeyed is such
a gratifying experience. It's
too bad that all people can't
be the Vice-Pest. Perhaps then
they could feel the exhiliration
I feel watching the American
flag being raised and thinking
to myself, and quite proudly,
of all the human bodies it took
to color that flag red. Oh, yes
and blue and white too.
Anon., But Mr. Ag-No! isn't it
true that your position holds
very little power, except where
you preside and occasionally
break a deadlock? But even
that is a rarity. Because Congrous is now hawkishly conservative.
Ag-No! That's just a facade boy.
You know a side of a picture.
The fact of the matter is that
I am a reserve general of the
armed forces which means I'm
the head concho. The President-Pest knowing very little
about tactical maneuvers decided to choose me as his running mate, because of my vast
knowledge on the subject of
genocide and its glorification.
You see I knew Hitler before
the war slightly. Too bad he
wasn't on our side. Well that's
bodies under the bridge. See,
the idea in America is that the
military and government are
divorced in this country and
that we place the power in the
hands of a President-Pest who
doesn't know anything about
war. Well, that isn't so. Be logical for a moment. Now why
does the government spend all
or most of its paycheck on the
military if it's really divorced
from it. Obviously it's not. And
here is where I come in. I'm
really a military man. Something that most Americans are
unaware of. They think I just
have a big mouth. They think
that that oversimplified analysis goes to the crux of the
problem. Well it does and yet
only partially. You see I was
the chief en9ineer of Ham'
'·•

burger Hill or was it Hot Dog
Mound. I can't seem to remember. It's not important anyhow. You see now why all those
white haired generals are always coming over here to the
Black House. Coincidental isn't
it, how the Chief redactor and
the President Pest both live in
the Black House. Needless to
say they get along well with
each other if they don't meet
their psychoanalyst. Then he
has to divulge the truth. That
they're both schizophrenic.
But as I was saying the generals come over here and you
should see me yield my big
stick. Just imagine those generals all cowering over there
under my little ole stick. And
me who didn't even go to Anapolis or West Point or any of
those other places where they
make chocolate soldiers. Chocolate soldiers? I must mean
something with paper with it.

Anon., Let me ask you something very serious. D'on't you
have any qualms about the human life that is being 'squashed
on both sides of the war?
Ag-No! What do you mean both
sides of the war. There's only
one side. You think I give a
holy damn about them little
gooks. Man they've got funny
little eyes. And if that don't
qualify them for the zoo, I'm
sure their little bow legs will.
Besides they breed like rabbits. Disgusting!
·Anon., But how do you account
for the fact that we enlist the
aid of the South Vietnamese?
Ag-No! Simply as expedient.
In war, everybody is expedient. Everything! Of course the
leadership never is. And you
better understand that, and
not just know it. See, if the
same situation had occurred in
England that has in Vietnam,
we would never gotten involved. It would be tragic to see
that pure white skin kill itself.
But with the gooks that's another thing. Remember, every9

Richard Santelli

"Star Scene"
-for Joan Mira
Kiddy colors daubed on black
stoned inkit's a genuine Miro.

Loafing
What if yo~ loaf your life away,
or butter up
one piece at a time?
Coffee on the Porch

I bought it,
but who owns it?
Not me, or maybe
just my part of
this limited edition
of the universe.

Three cockroaches waiting for dinner
on what the worms will soften
further
and the wind will tum to cloudthree cocks, kingly in creation,
await the meat.
As it drinks another coffee
over Hamlet,
they breeze about the worm.

Not Miro,
who peeks out
laughing with the money.
Did he know
the cross-eyed
crazy pregnant cat
the stars are made of?

The trinity philosophizes
on the worm
between solioquys of coffee
and decides that it must be
a figment

Goodbye, Goodbye
Sobered up in spitedrunk, in spite.
Free wheeling,
wanting better,
what it meant.
The girls,
ugly,
of a piece,
one-night-stand, and so,
forth
upon the world of surprises,
slick
rooms
and greasy dull,
lived in but neverlived out of.
The stream, sometimes, runs all
night long,
footsteps down the crazy ledges
of an old, old hell.

They stir .
and scatter
in the windand damn!
A bug in my cup

Night Music
The musician in evening dress
strikes his chord,
a call to mate
or meet the cockroach
beneath the cold sun.
Undulant violin
tells the dark half
of heart rhythm
under the house
where the cricket lives.
-
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The Lamp
Don't go without me.
I knew I couldn't go.
I plug into the wall
for power,
my bulb is burned out,
and it isn't
dark out there anyway.

Another Age of Man
The soldiers marched downtownthe drums, the guns;
the troopers beat the tune
of the drums with their boots.
•.

The soldiers hand salute,
file on file pass the flag, ·
pass in from another-age
where their uniforms were bolted on
with brass.
The soldiers swing their arms
in the sun
as their standards wing along
singing eddies of the march.
The soldiers match the music of the
wind
- in t~e cracking of the flags
that swallow up the drums,
and the brass and iron baggage
retreats into the sun.
The soldiers marched downtown
in the sparkle of the sun.
The line of march is litteyed
and hides where it has gone.
The soldiers march to town,
in another age of man,
and stayed to watch no man's
parade
go marching out again.
11
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Trilogy on Education
I. Public Education
"It is not possible to spend any
pro 1on g e d period visiting public
school classrooms without being appalled by the mutilation visible everywhere - mutilation of spontaneity, of joy_in learning, of sense of self.
Because adults take the schools so
much for granted, they fail to appreciate what grim, joylesS places most
American schools are ... what contempt they unconsl.':iously display for
children."
Notwithstanding this condemnation of American public schools by
Charles Silberman, Fortune editor
who visited more than 100 schools
during a 3~-year study sponsored
by the Carnegie Corporation, parents to d a y seem anxious to begin
their children's formal education at
earlier ages. Today's parents seem to
have accepted, without reservation,
the popular opinion that the b e s t
teacher for one's chi 1d is a public
school teacher. They apparently do
not consider the possibility that the
early regimentation that formal
schooling represents might stifle their
child's independence, or that such
regimentation might adversely affect
any learning that might occur during these sensitive years.
In any event, when formal public
schooling begins, children are immediately thrust into a situation and
an atmosphere that is hardly conducive to their growth and flowering as creative human beings. Efforts
to encourage individuality are, at
most, minimal, or lacking altogether.

12

One day in an American public
school is often enough to point out
to the sensitive and careful observer
that the natura 1 expressiveness of
children along with their creative
imaginative individuality have a slim
chance for survival.
Almost immediately the child is
introduced to the concept of competition in education, upon which
the public schools are based. In the
public schools the child sees his classmates not only as friends but, contradictorily, as competitors. The grueling system of tests and grades soon
makes for tense children and overlyconcerned and "pushy" parents. The
school, eventually, can seem like a
prison to the child. He often finds
hi ril s e 1f forced to attend school
against his own better instincts, in
order that society might culturally
educate and carefully discipline him.
This is the u n h a p p y system to
which parents, knowingly or not,
hand over their children; in effect,
incarcerating and impressing them
into a long, long process of educational coersion and mis-direction. In
a recent poll conducted by Life
magazine, a group of Am eric an
parents stated · exactly what they
want from the schools: "Teach the
kids to understand our existing values ... discipline them to conform."
Also discovered in a recent Gallup
poll: "most" U.S. adults think that
their community's schools are not
strict enough.
Unfortunately, this process of dis-

ciplinary e ducat ion can become
more destructive to young people as
their education progresses. Especially during adolescence, that exploratory period of life when the young
are seeking to discover their identity, the repressive attitudes of the
educational system becomes more
intense. This system grinds on, and
instead of improving, in the university systems, by granting more freedom, based upon responsibility, it
often becomes even more despotic.
The young u n i v e r sit y students,
"pressured to study more and more
( 22 years from 1st grade to a Ph.D )
enjoy it less and less .. . (while )
youth's prolonged s e greg at ion in
school create boredom and rebellion." (Time, Dec. 7, 1970 ) . Those
who remain ( 60o/o of collegians quit
before getting degrees ) , often strike
out at the symbols of the society that
has foisted this sort of education upon them. They view most of their
elders as insensitive to new ideas,
new attitu des and new life styles.
These young adults seem to be refusing to join the society of non-feeling, unimaginative, non-intellectual
and unemotional people that they
feel surrounds them.
It seems as though our educational system often does double damage
to the personality of the growing
child that is placed in its trust. The
process of education itself, being
stark and serious, with little play,
pleasure and enjoyment available, is
often responsible for chan,ging the
EL BURRO

character and personality of a formerly free, creative, imaginative and
feeling individual to a constrained
non-feeling conformist.
Also, an educational system which
posits the person as a "something"
to be used to further the "health"
and stability of the economy, can
only reduce and negate the individual's view of his own personal worth.
According to Charle~ Silberman in
his recent book, "Crisis in the Classroom" (Random House) : "What is
mostly wrong with the public schools
is the mindlessness - a failure to
think seriously about purposes or
consequences ... it simply never occurs to more than a handful (of educators) to ask WHY they are doing
what they . are doing." Silberman's
ideal is that s c h o o Is should help
"create and maintain a humane society" by making their first priority
the development of "sensitive, autonomous, thinking, humane individuals."
II. Educational Prespectives
"It seems perfectly clear that most
parents are thoroughly unsympathetic with or unaware of their children's aspirations for participation
and involvement in determining the
role and function of their schools.
Reduced to its· simplest terms, the
generations disagree on tbe most fundamental question of all: .What is
Education?" ·
According to W eme,r Jaeger in his
book Pai.deia, ever:y <;ivilization, after acqumng a degree ' of sophistica-
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tion, strives to perpetuate its particnot. Most of the vocal young people
ular characteristics through educatoday perceive the community as the
tion of its young. The basis of all
arena where they may examine and
education, then, is a general conscitest current values in order to deterousness and awareness of human
mine their subjective validity and
values as perceived by the commumeaningfulness.
nity. Through education, society's
These instinctive tendencies of the
cumulative accomplishments in terms
two generations harbor inherent pitof its history, its art, its folkways and
falls. If the older community refuses
its science are consciously transmitto acknowledge and understand the
ted to the young of the community.
natural questionin.g inclinations of its
The handing down of tradition young as an inherent good, and
and cultural values through educainstead maintain that they; the older
tion is invaluable in making each
community, alone have the sole
individual member of the communipower to direct their young and the
ty feel at home within his environfuture course of their society, then
ment. It is also true that the young . ultimately a confrontation between
individual, wherever he accidentally
the advocatse of tradition and the
finds himself, must accept the ima d v o c at e s of change will occur.
press of community education, or
When the community fails to underelse become inoperative in terms of stand its own role as just one kind
his society. But, ideally, the process of educator, without acknoweldging
of imposing cultural standards upon
a primary or, at least, secondary role
the young should have just this lim- to the individual as educator of the
ited purpose: to make its citizens ·comqmnity, then the whole process
feel at home in the world. Commuof education becomes ineffectual.
nity education must also allow its
Invariably, whenever two segcitizens to operate in freedom and
ments of society hold totally diverto responsibly challenge its system. gent views on the nature and pl\rFor, as history has Sliown, if this is pose of education, battle lines are
left undone society will stagnate and formed. If we wish to avoid violence
become corrupt.
then we must avoid polarization. If
Fortunately, individuals within the older community desires to persocieties are not generally willing to petuate itself and its traditions, it
accept, without question, traditional must do so not by simply controlling
values and cultural standards. It is education with a firm hand, but by
more in the nature of the young to inviting its young to express their
question the existing order, hopeful- individual integrity. The community
ly, in ordeF to intelligently preserve can develop healthfully only through
what IS good and im~rove what is open, cooperative community eval'·•
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Charles Mayfield

Guide to the Student Senate

B~cause there seems to be gr~at
confusion circulating about the cam~
pus over what the Student Senate is
and what it does, El Burro proudly
presents this "Guide to the Student
Senate" to those uninformed and/ or
confused about the Senate. This
guide is divided into three parts, the
first part is a basic explanation or
introduction to the Senate; the second part is on the personalities and
interest groups of the Senate; and
the third answers miscellaneous
questions about the Senate.
Introduction to the Senate
Every Thursday night on the
U .T .E.P. campus, a strange spectacle occurs on the third floor, in the
southeast corner of the Union; the
strange spectacle is the weekly meeting of the U.T.E.P. student senate,
of course.
The senate is~composed of representatives fr~m all the schools on
campus; the sen~tors meet to discuss
and act upon 'm -att e r s of student
concern, non-student concern; or no
concerri J'lt
Personalities of the 'Senate

air
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a problem with transcript.
and its Interest Groups
But although the Chicanos numIn the Senate, personalities and
interest groups hold life or death ber a good many, they- don't have a
two-thirds plus one majority to overover any bill or appropriation. The
majority of the senate personalities ride Pat Mosher's inevitable veto so
are associated with several interest . to obtain working majority they oftgroups, of some kind or another; en join forces with our fourth interthese main interest groups are the est group, "The Shaggy Hairs" to
Conservatives, Moderates, "Shaggy get their legislation p a sse d. The
Hairs," and the Chicanos.
"Shaggy Hairs" who are more comThe Conservatives are led by the monly known as the white radicals
include the other senior statesman
fearless, peerless Pat Mosher, one of
of
the Senate, Ron Vincent, his unthe two current Student Association
derstudy
Ira Davis, and Long
Presidents and the YR's answer to
Beach~s
gift
to Texas, Mike Kral.
Paul Russell. The Conservatives'
Miscellaneous
questions asked
power lie only in the veto power
about the Senate
which Mosher has on Senate legisHow does one get money from the
lation.
Student Senate? Answer: With difSpokesmen for the- Moderates inficulty! The last time that a financlude one of the two senior states~ial appropriation actually r~sulted
man of the Senate, Richard Robm some money gwen out 1t was
bins, former secretary of the Senate
listed in El Burro under the column
and famed chaser of the o p posit e
of Unusual andj or Unique Incisex.
dents.
Best organized interest groups and
When are the meetings of the Senwith the largest numerical advantate? Answer: Never when they're
age are the Chicanos. Chief spokesscheduled, usually they're scheduled
man for the. Chicanos is Gabe Loyoa:t around 8 p.m. but the meeting
doesn't start until 8: 30 p.m.
la, out of Senate temporarily due to

..
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Lovely Rita) a freshman psychology
major at UTEP) knows not what the
future will bring her) but we are certain she will never find herself out on
a limb) even<-though she does "love to
climb trees)). This vivacious beauty
also enjoys bicyCling) crocheting) broccoli and spinach.
Rita) a Mannequin Manor model)
keeps her pretty face scrubbed clean
and always looks fresh on assignment.
Her eye-catching figure is preserved
by natural exercise and proper foods.
She is unattached) and unlisted.
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home and then acted the part of a
martyr when he disappeared instead
of returning from work one day. It
really made little difference to
George except that now he received
the full benefit of her attention, and
it was something less than benevolent. All through high school .he labored under her influence until he
went to college with a scholarship
and loans. There he got married
(secretly) . And there he made a decision of dubious worth, to return
to his hometown, where he was
once again caught up in his mother's
yellow fog. It goes without saying
that he still hasn't made up for getting married, ( I worked, slaved,
and sacrificed for you George and
now you . . ." ) . George closed his
eyes as thought about his wife. Although his wife's looks were ones of
pity, they held the threat of contempt. And George knew that
someday they would fulfill that
threat. What was George to do? All
his life his mother never considered
what he might want, or what anyone else wanted for that matter. She
never considered anyone's feelings,
always assumed. the worst of people,
always thought they were doubledealing her. P.aianoid, that's what
she ,is, · neurotic . and paranoid.
George's father had figured this out
ten years ago; but he didn't have
her for a mother: · George's face
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burned hot from these thoughts and
his limbs numbed with fear.
"George! Are you listening?!"
"Why yes, you were saying something about the dog."
"Exactly! Now, are you going to
do it?"
"Yes, yes, I guess so ."
"Good, good, I knew you'd come
through. Now here's my plan ... "
Damn! Just like all the other
times. But this time George wasn't
sure he could really go through with
it. Maybe his mother didn't have
any scruples, but he did . And under
the influence of his wife's silent
stares he was being forced to look at
and understand his relationship with
he mother. And with this understanding came contempt. The same
contempt his wife promised. Something must be done, but it just had
to be impossible to say no. His
mother could tum his insides to
gelatin any time she felt it necessary.
Even the serious consideration of resistance had this effect when
George lay awake at night thinking
about his problem. He felt a mementary blaze of hatred for the
dog. But of course it wasn't the
dog's fault, besides something like
this was bound to happen sooner or
later. So now George had a problem: if he tried to tell his mother
"no," she would stuff his backbone
down his throat without lifting a

finger. But George found the
thought of stealing most distasteful
and felt that he just~ couldn ' t. Maybe
he could find the dog a new home.
No, that was the same thing his
mother had in mind, only with a
nicer ending. Actually the people
probably loved the dog; he 'had only
his mother's side of the story and
he knew ho~ she could anger people she talked to. There had to be
someway out of this mess ... some
way besides open defiance that is.
· George knew what happened when
he tried that (his mother stuffed his
backbone down his throat without
lifting a finger ) . Maybe he could
talk to the people himself? Say, now
there was an idea. People usually
liked him (harmless fella you know)
and it just might work. He might
be able to soothe their ruffled feelings from their one or two encounters with Mother and make them see
that no good was going to come of
this. George felt suddenly weak
from the excitement of the idea. He
stood up shakily.
"It's an excellent plan Mother
and I'll do it as soon as I can; but
I gotta run."
"But George, I haven't finished
l

"Don't worry Mother, I'll use my
common sense and take care of it.
Bye."
George's heart pounded from the
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smal~

ratty and old . .

strain of asserting himself as he hurwaited fearfully for someone to
ried to his car. He .really hadn't as- . answer, ever conscious of his mother's house. The dog came around
serted himself that much but his
thoughts were of such a radical nathe comer of the house and stared
ture that George was about to burst.
at George. It was a large yellow
He pulled away from the curb
mongrel with a friendly face and a
immediatefy so that his mother
square head. George closed his eyes
couldn't call him back and parked
and rang the bell again. The dog
around th'e corner to think. It was
wagged his tail, walked up to
George and sniffed at his feet. The
dangerous to go see them now, bescene suddenly took on a dreamlike
sides they might not be home, but
he could feel his resolution slipping
quality for George, he felt like he no
away. His heact.:began to throb.
longer had any control over anyHe wiped his sweaty palms on his
thing. Everything seemed to be
pants legs. What to do? Suddenly he
moving in slow motion, he brushed
thought of the years and years he'd
the perspiration out of his eyes. He
been pushed around and perhaps
was sure he would start screaming
for the first time in his life felt angry
if the dog began barking. He rang
at his mother. He sat for a moment
the doorbell again while the dog
savoring this foreign sensation and
sniffed at his pants. George jumped
then jerked the door open, got out,
when the dog licked his hand. He
and slammed the door behind him,
leaned on the doorbell as his
(he usually closed cardoors gently.
Mother's house loomed larger and
George marched across the street
larger ! It took every shred of his
with confidence but it began ebbing
self-control not to turn around.
away when he got to the walk. The
George began to tremble and stood
house was as small, ratty, and old
on the porch for a few seconds tryas the others on the block. The grass
ing to remember why he was here;
was spotty and the yard had chilthe dog nuzzled his hand and
dren's toys scattered here and there
brought him back to reality. He
intermingled with holes the dog had
realized no one was home and
dug. George could feel the presence
turned on shaky legs to go back to
of his mother's house which was just
his car. He glanced toward his
five houses down and across the
mother's house and his insides
street. All his old fears came rushcurdled, the curtain on his mother's
ing back, he felt like running.
favorite window was slowly and
George went up the walk like a
sadistically closing. The blood left
George's head and he walked unzombie and rang the doorbell. He
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steadily back to the car. He leaned
against the trunk of the car in despair. H ow could he have thought
he could get away with this? What
could have possessed him? And it
was all that damned dog's fault! He
could expect a scathing phone call
tonight and his wife's damned pitiful looks as he toed the line. If only
he had a gun . . . his stomach
churned so much that he almost
threw up.
The dog backed off at the look
George gave him, but when the car
took off he chased him eagerly nip- ping at the tires and barking.
Mrs. W elleby had some hot news
for her neighbor concerning the
dead dog in the street. " . . . I tell
you I saw everything from start to
finish! He deliberately ran over it!
Definitely not an accident, steered
right into it! And then instead of
stopping, he backed up over it with
his tires squealing, even smoking, he
went back and forth over it, right
out there in broad daylight. He
was cussing and yelling something
terrible. It was horrible, and tears
were just rolling down his cheeks,
and such a look on his face, it scared
me to death! Now what on Earth
could make a nice boy like George
do a thing like that?!"
FINIS

EL BuRRO

number of the Viet Nam casualties. When the Vietnamese
war dead totaled 45,000 approximately 8 to 10,000 were
Chicanos. We are 4o/0 of this
country's population, yet we
fight 20o/0 of its war.
We do not need to prove
our right to be Americans. Our
labor, our toil, our knowledge,
has developed the Soudiwe.st
for 300 years. Nor are we recent immigrants, as is often
charged, seeking to escape the
poverty of Mexico. Government surveys indicate over
· 85% of the Chicano population is born in this country.
Yet, if one must prove his right
to this country, the Chicano
has shed blood from Okinawa
to France to VietNam to safeguard a nation in which his
people are the poorest ethnic
group, have the lowest educational level and whose vast
majority, (almost 80o/0 ) are
working at unskilled, low-paying jobs, and who even the
United States~government admits are: "subjected to unduly
harsh treatment when arrested."
The Chicano Movement
is burgeon throughout the
Southwest as a reaction against
MAY, 1971

the injustice suffered by a peo- dio, the meztizo, we are the
ple since the Mexican War. RAZA COSMICA. In our veWhen the first anglos arrived, ins runs the blood of every
the Mexican taught him the racial group in the world. This
the ways of the desert. He is the "orgullo" that must be
taught him to irrigate, to cul- instilled in our children, this
tivate the land, and how to is the heritage they must grasp
raise cattle. The 1a r i at, the not the wretched and negative
Western saddle all sprang self-image of the chili-picker
from the Chicano. He gave the and taco-vendor. No longer
anglo a new architecture suit- the greaser, the spic, the weted to the land. Robbed of our back, the :·culturally deprivland by a foreign people, treat- ed," the "under-achiever", but
ed as a conquered race, the the .Chicano, is glad he has
Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo brown skin, and is aware of
ignored, our culture deprecat- . the beauty of a vibrant, living
ed, stigmati_zed into a feeling culture. "Chicano" is a word
of inferiority, the Chicano that comes from the Raza-it
shouts "Ya basta!" No longer is imposed as was "Mexicanwill our youth seethe as we American." The Movement is
hear our ways, our language, not a trend of recent times. As
our people malignated and long as there have been Chicaheld up in ridicule. The auto- nos ~illing to help others who
matic relegation to a second- have not "made it", to look
class position that comes with back into his origins in the baa Spanish surname will no rrio, to give of himself that
longer be tolerated. This is the other Raza might advance,
Movement. The Movement there has been a Movement,
says that CHICANO is a word and it will continue to expand
overflowing with pride-pride and to thrive as long as we feel
in our culture, and in oneself. the bond that ties one Chicano
The Movement stresses that it to another.
is not necessary to divest oneself of one's soul in order to
NORMA CARDENAS
conform . to the prescribed
standards of socie~y.
The In,
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Time and Place: 1917; the
Italian-Austrian war.
Scenery: Old wooden
desk with- papers scattered about it.
Characters! Captainabout 30 years old, his
hair is gray on the
sides.
Guard-in his early 20's,
unconcerned.
Prisoner - a private
about 21.
Clerk- wears glasses
Background: Firing of
cannons is heard faintly, it is around 8 A.M.
The Captain is sitting
behind his desk writing on a paper. He suddenly looks up at the
guard who is searching
through the files.
Captain: Have you found
that record on the pri28

vate???
Guard: Yes-Here it Is,
Sir.
C: Give it to me.
G: Yes, Sir.
(Captain receives the
record and begins to
read it).
C: This man has received
the medal of valor. I
am curious about him
-Bring him in.
G: Yes, Sir.
(The guard leaves and
returns with the prisoner. The prisoner is
standing in front of
the Captain's desk. The
prisoner has his head
bowed as if looking at
the floor)
C: Leave us!
(The guard turns and
leaves)
C: Why did you do it?

Don't you realize what
you have done?
(Prisoner continues to
look at the floor.)
C: Speak up! Say something! Can't you defend yourself?
(The Captain takes a
deep breath and stares
directly into the face of
the prisoner)
C: My time is limited and
your time has run out!
Guard!
(The guard re-enters
the room)
C: Take the prisoner and
have him shot!
(The guard begins to
remove the prisoner
through the door. The
prisoner for the first
time turns and looks
at the face of the Captain and begins to
EL BURRO
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came a soldier, ·you lost
brace and fell to the
your
rights to think of
ground-! looked into
what is right and what
his face-He was a bais
wrong. Your existby! A kid, a stupid kid!
ence was only to obey
He wasn't dead - He
orders - not to think
began crying and ask-what if everybody
ing for his mama. I told
had your ideas, what
him to shut up!- I
would happen?
. wanted to help him, but
·I couldn't he was the . P: There would be no
war.
.enemy. He kept crying
-shut up! I yelled! Be C: Only slave camps perhaps.
quiet! - I stabbed him
again and again and P: No, I don't think so.
again. He wouldn't let C: You don't think so!
Are we to lay down our
go of me! Mama! he
arms and not kill bewould say, Mama! Fincause you don't think
ally, he let go of me. I
so?
knelt ther~ beside his
body- He looked as if · P: Yes! If that's what it
takes to bring peace!
he were sleeping-but
I could see the flow of C: That is treason you
speak of!
blood from his mouth
-I was not a ·human. I P: Is it treason to want
to live and let live? To
·. was an ~nimal! -A
live in harmony with
damn animal! And,this
all men?
was wrong! Kil11ng
was wrong !-What the C: It is impossible!
hell did t his kid do to P: Sir, is it really?You're wrong, Captain.
me? It didn't make any
It's not impossible sense- This kid didn't
Men must do thiswant to be out here- Our leaders have made C: . You had to create this
problem for yourself,
us animals! Filthy anididn't you ?-If I give
mals! Filthy rats! We
you your life and write
are filthy rats! I canon the records that you
not kill no more!
were dazed and lost
C: Do you think I like
your sense of direction,
this war? Do you think
will you go back to the
I like seeing these
front lines and fight?
young men die and
writing letters home to P: No Sir, I cannot.
their parents and tell- C: Man! Do you know
what this means?
ing them that their son
died gallantly fighting P: Yes, my Captain.
for their country? No! C: As a human being, I
feel for you-but as a
I say, I do not; but one
soldier, I see before me
must do his duty: You
ran from your respona deserter and a traitor. You leave me no
sibility-When you be30

no other choice than to
carry out my duty. Guard! (The guard en_.
ters) Carry out the execution immediately! ·
(The prisoner looks at
the Captain)
·
P: (Sincerely) SorrY. I
made you do it-·Goodby.
.
(The prisoner is led out ·
the door. The Captain
looks at the desk and
picks up a package of
cigarettes. He removes
one and throws the
package back on the
desk. He lights the cigarette slowly and takes
two puffs nervously. ·
The volley of gunfire is
near. He removes the
cigarette from the
holder, drops it on the
floor, and crushes it
with the heel of his
boot. The Captain looks
at his watch, picks up
some papers from his
desk, and calls the
clerk.)
C: Clerk!
Clerk: Yes. Sir.
C: Take this downTo the parents of Antonio Marcello:
I regret to inform
you that your son was
killed in action on this
Sunday. I knew him
personally. He was a
fine soldier. Be proud
of him. With my deepest sympathy.
Captain An.sano
Clerk: Is that all, Sir?
C: Yes.
(The clerk leaves the
room. The Captain remains sea ted at his
desk-thinking)
EL BuRRO

